Press Release

Sopra Steria Recruitment wins a place on the
Non-Medical Non-Clinical Framework
London, 27 July 2015: Following a competitive tendering process, Sopra Steria Recruitment (SSR) has
today announced that it has been newly appointed by Crown Commercial Service (CCS) as 1 of 10
Master Vendors and a supplier of IT Professionals to the Non-Medical Non-Clinical (NMNC) Temporary
and Fixed Term Staff Framework Agreement. The new framework agreement will be in place for an
initial two year period, with the option to extend for a further two years.
The CCS acts on behalf of the Crown to drive savings for the taxpayer and improve the quality of
commercial and procurement activity; this new framework will be used by NHS bodies and wider
Government organisations to procure contingent workers. As a newly-appointed supplier and Master
Vendor, SSR will be providing key resources to the NHS through this agreement providing a costeffective solution to specialist skills requirements.
Pete Holliday, Managing Director, Sopra Steria Recruitment, comments: “Securing a place across this
framework is a great achievement for SSR. Through this agreement we are proud to be supporting the
Government’s policy to manage centrally the procurement of common goods and services through an
integrated commercial function at the heart of the government.
We have the experience of already having made placements under the previous framework for ITcontingent labour, and will be accelerating this as demand grows in 2015 and beyond - helping
Government reduce the cost of resources whilst ensuring a flexible workforce continues to enable the
NHS. This win helps cement the SSR aspiration of growing as Leaders in Recruitment Transformation.”
About Sopra Steria Recruitment
Sopra Steria Recruitment delivers recruitment services which help organisations in the public and
private sectors attract people, knowledge and skills to enable business performance and accelerate
change. We provide a breadth of solutions, tailored to your specific needs, in permanent, contract,
interim and managed recruitment, capable of providing people across all technical and business disciplines.
Sopra Steria Recruitment is committed to minimising its impact on the environment and is certified to
the ISO 14001 standard. We deliver through world-class recruitment workflow and compliance
processes, certified to the ISO 9001 standard and aligned to all relevant employment and recruitment
legislation. We are long-term members and award winners of the Association of Professional Staffing
Companies, providing you with an assurance of the highest quality delivery. Formed in 1979, Sopra
Steria Recruitment is a wholly owned company within the Sopra Steria Group; European leader of digital
transformation.
Find out more at www.soprasteriarecruitment.co.uk and follow us on Twitter @SopraSteriaRecruit
About Crown Commercial Service
The Crown Commercial Service (CCS) works with both departments and organisations across the whole
of the public sector to ensure maximum value is extracted from every commercial relationship and

improve the quality of service delivery. The CCS goal is to become the “go-to” place for expert
commercial and procurement services.

